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SHARP STRICHARTZ ESTIMATES FOR THE SCHRO¨DINGER
EQUATION ON THE SPHERE
DUVA´N CARDONA AND LILIANA ESQUIVEL
Abstract. In this contribution we investigate the Schro¨rdinger equation as-
sociated to the Laplacian on the sphere in the form of sharp Strichartz esti-
mates. We will provided simple proofs for our main theorems using purely
the L2 Ñ Lp spectral estimates for the operator norm of the spectral projec-
tions (associated to the spherical harmonics) proved in [8]. A sharp index of
regularity is established for the initial data in spheres of arbitrary dimension
d ě 2.
1. Introduction
In this work we provide sharp Strichartz estimates for the Schro¨dinger equation
for the Laplacian on the sphere Sd, ∆Sd, which is given by
(PVI):
#
iut `∆Sdu “ 0, pt, xq P Tˆ Sd,
up0, xq “ fpxq, x P Sd, (1.1)
where T – r0, 2πq, 0 „ 2π, denotes the one dimensional torus. The fractal nature
of the solutions for (1.1) has been discussed, e.g. in Taylor [15] and references
therein. To illustrate our results let us recall, that (1.1) is an analogy of the
standard Schro¨dinger equation on Rn,
iutpt, xq `∆Rnupt, xq “ 0, (1.2)
with initial data up0, ¨q “ f. The solution for (1.2), satifies the following Strichartz
estimate
}eit∆Rnf}Lqrp0,8q,LpxpRdqs ď C}f}L2pRnq, (1.3)
which holds, if and only if, 1{q “ n{2p1{2 ´ 1{pq, for n “ 1 and 2 ď p ď 8,
n “ 2 and 2 ď p ă 8, and, 2 ď p ă 2n
n´2
if n ě 3. This fundamental result proved
by Keel and Tao [7] is the source of inspiration for several extensions of (1.2) to
general compact and non-compact manifolds.
The key point for obtaining (1.3), is the following estimate
}eit∆Rn }L1pRnqÑL8pRnq Àn C|t|´n2 , (1.4)
which expresses the dispersive property of the linear Schro¨dinger equation on
Rn. If Rn is replaced by a compact manifold M, the analogue of the dispersion
estimate (1.4) fails globally in time, as the example of constant solutions shows
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(see Burq, Gerard and Tzvetkov [4] for details). It is less obvious, but still true,
that it also fails locally in time (see the discussion in the beginning of Section
3 of [4]). For the case of the d-dimensional torus, M “ Td, Bourgain [1, 2, 3]
proposed a different approach to Strichartz estimates by using the Fourier series
representation of the Schro¨dinger group,
upt, xq ” eit∆Tdfpxq :“
ÿ
kPZd
ei2πpt|k|
2`k¨xq pfpkq.
Notice that this representation shows that the solution is also periodic in time.
By computing explicitly
}u}4L4pTˆTdq “ }u2}2L2pTˆTdq, (1.5)
Bourgain obtains similar Strichartz estimates as in the fundamental paper due to
Keel and Tao [7].
In general, on a compact manifold without boundaryM, it was proved by Burq,
Gerard and Tzvetkov [4] the following estimate
}eit∆Mf}Lqrr0,T s,LpxpMqs ÀT,p,q,s }f}W spMq, s ě
1
q
, (1.6)
for 1{q “ dimpMq{2p1{2 ´ 1{pq, q ě 2, and p ă 8. As in our case, Taylor in
[15] considered the case of spheres M “ Sd, where the author obtained sharp
Lp-estimates on the solution operator at those times which are rational multiples
of π. This idea that the profile of linear dispersive equations depend on the alge-
braic properties of time have been further exploited in the papers of Kapitanski-
Rodniaski [6], Taylor [15] and Rodnianski [14] where the fractal nature for the
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation on spheres and torus were considered.
Our main goal is to study (1.1), by using the L2 Ñ Lp bounds for the spectral
resolution of the Laplacian ∆Sd. More precisely, we deal with the problem of
establishing an analogy of (1.2) in the case of the Laplacian on the sphere Sd.
Our main results are, the following Theorem 1.1, and Theorem 1.2, where the
Schro¨dinger equation with potential (4.1), (this means, associated to ´∆Sd `
V px, tq, for a suitable potential V px, tq) is considered.
Theorem 1.1. Let d ě 2 and p, q satisfy 2 ď p ď 8, and 2 ď q ă 8. Then the
following Strichartz estimate
}eit∆Sdfpzq}LpzrSd, Lqt pTqs Àp,q,s }f}W spSdq, 1 (1.7)
holds true for s ě κp,q, where
κp,q :“
$&%
d´1
2
´
1
2
´ 1
p
¯
`
´
1
2
´ 1
q
¯
, 2 ď p ď 2pd`1q
d´1
,
d
´
1
2
´ 1
p
¯
´ 1
q
, p ą 2pd`1q
d´1
.
1Observe that under the symmetric compromise p “ q, }upt, zq}LpzrSd, Lqt pTqs “
}upt, zq}LppSdˆTq, and for p “ 4, }u}
4
L4pSdˆTq “ }u
2}2
L2pSdˆTq. We use the notation A À B to
indicate A ď cB, where c ą 0 does not depend on fundamental quantities.
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For q “ 2, and s ă κp,2, the estimate in (1.7) does not hold for any non-trivial
initial data f P L2pSdq. So, in this case, the regularity order κp,2 is sharp in any
dimension d, in the sense that (1.7) does not hold for all s ă κp,2.
By keeping the notation κp,2 in Theorem 1.1, we consider the case of Schro¨dinger
equation associated with the Hamiltonian
H :“ ´∆Sd ` V px, tq.
Indeed, we prove:
Theorem 1.2. Let us consider the following Schro¨dinger equation with potential
(PVI’):
#
iut “ p´∆Sd ` V px, tqqu, pt, xq P Tˆ Sd,
up0, xq “ fpxq, x P Sd (1.8)
where }V }LqxpSd,L8t pTqq is small enough. Let us assume that 1q` 1p{2 “ 1. Then, there
exists a unique solution u P CpT,W sxpSdqqXLpxpSd, L2t pTqq for (1.8), provided that
s ě κp,2
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present some basic properties
about the spectral decomposition of the Laplacian and we introduce some auxiliar
(Triebel-Lizorkin) spaces, that will be useful in our analysis. In Section 3 we prove
our Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 4 we consider the Schro¨dinger equation with
potential. We finish this introduction by discussing briefly our main results.
Remark 1.3. For M “ Sd, let us observe that (1.6) is in general a better estimate
(in the case when p ą 2pd` 1q{pd´ 1q) that the obtained in Theorem 1.1 in the
case, where,
1{q “ d{2p1{2´ 1{pq, 2
but, both estimates agree for 2 ď p ď 2pd` 1q{pd´ 1q. However, the main point
in Theorem 1.1 is the sharpness of the index κp,2 in any dimension, and that
the estimate that we obtain is in general independent of the known restriction
1{q “ dimpMq{2p1{2´1{pq, between the dimension d, and the pair pp, qq. Several
sharp results on the sphere are know only for slow dimensions d, (see e.g. Taylor
[15]), or for p “ q “ 4 (see Burq, Gerard and Tzvetkov [4]), but the sharp Sobolev
regularity order κp,2 is to our knowledge, a new result in this context and also in
the context of Theorem 1.2 for the Hamiltonian H.
Remark 1.4. We will discuss some implications of our results to general manifolds
by following a similar analysis as in Ruzhansky and Turunen [16, page 578]. Under
the existence of a C8-diffeomorphism i : Sd Ñ M, where M is a Riemannian
manifold, (these kind of diffeomorphisms are known for d “ 3, with M being a
connected a simply connected manifold in view of the Perelman proof [9, 10, 11,
12] for the Poincare´ conjecture [13] and in higher dimensions), if X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xd is
an orthonormal basis for the tangent bundle TSd, in such a way that
∆Sd :“ ´
ÿ
1ďjďd
X2j , (1.9)
2By following the usual nomenclature, such pair pp, qq is called admissible.
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let us denote by
∆M :“ ´
ÿ
1ďjďd
Y 2j ,
the second order differential operator induced by i. This means that, Yj :“ i˚pXjq,
is the vector field induced by the differential of i, which is a diffeomorphism
between tangent bundles, i˚ : TS
d Ñ TM. Theorem 1.1 implies the estimate
}eit∆Mu0}LpzrM,Lqt pTqs ď C}u0}W spMq, (1.10)
for s ě κp,q, with κp,2 being sharp, and also Theorem 1.2, implies the existence
of a unique u P CpT,W sxpMqq X LpxpM,L2t pTqq satisfying the differential problem
(PVI”):
#
iut “ p´∆M ` V px, tqqu “ 0, pt, xq P TˆM,
up0, xq “ u0pxq, x P M,
(1.11)
for a potential V with }V }LqxpM,L8t pTqq small enough.
2. preliminaries
Now we present some basics about the spectral decomposition of the Laplacian
on the sphere, for this we follow Schoen and Yau [17]. Let d ě 1, d P N. Let
S
d :“ tx “ px0, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xdq P Rd`1 : |x0|2 ` |x1|2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |xd|2 “ 1u,
be the d-dimensional unit sphere contained in Rd`1 and Hdn be the space of
spherical harmonics of degree n. There is a standard metric g on Sd, induced by
the standard metric on Rd`1, and conrrespondly, a Laplace operator ∆d
S
which can
be defined, initially on C8pSdq as follows. For f P C8pSdq, let f˜pxq :“ fpx{|x|q,
then
∆Sdf :“ ∆Rd`1 f˜ |Sd ,
where, by following the usual nomenclature,
∆Rd`1 :“ ´B2x0 ´ B2x1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ B2xd
is the standard positive Laplacian on Rd`1. It can be shown that for r “ |x|, one
can write
∆Rd`1 f˜pxq “ r´2p∆Sdfq. (2.1)
In polar coordinates r “ |x|, ω “ x{r,
∆Sd “ r2∆Rd`1 ´ r2B2r ´ drBr.
It is well known, from the Fourier analysis associated to ∆Sd , the spectral decom-
position
L2pSdq “
8à
n“0
H
d
n, dimpHdnq „ nd´1,
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where L2pSdq ” L2pSd, dxq is the usual L2-space3 associated to the surface measure
on the sphere, dx :“ dσSdpxq, and that, Hdn is the eigenspace of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator ∆Sd associated with the eigenvalue λn “ npn` d´ 1q. Let Hdn
be the spectral projection to the subspace Hdn for every n P N0. Then, for every
f P L2pSdq we can write
f “
8ÿ
n“0
Hdnf,
where the series converges in the L2pSdq-norm. In particular, the spectral theorem
for ∆Sd implies
mp∆Sdq “
8ÿ
n“0
mpλnqHdnf,
for every continuous function m on R, where the domain of mp∆Sdq is given by
Dompmp∆Sdqq :“ tf P L2pSdq :
8ÿ
n“0
|mpλnq|2}Hdnf}2L2pSdq ă 8u.
By observing that, for mpλq :“ e˘itλ, Dompmp∆Sdqq “ L2pSdq, the Schro¨dinger
propagator eit∆Sd : L2pSdq Ñ L2pSdq is given by
eit∆Sdf :“
8ÿ
n“0
eiλntHdnf,
and for f P C8pSdq the solution to (1.1) is given by
upt, xq “
8ÿ
n“0
eiλntHdnfpxq, pt, xq P Tˆ Sd.
In this paper we want to estimate the mixed norms LpxpLqt q of solutions to
Schro¨dinger equations by using the following version of Triebel-Lizorkin associ-
ated to the family of spectral projections of the Laplacian ∆Sd .
Definition 2.1. Let us consider 0 ă p ď 8, r P R and 0 ă q ď 8. The Triebel-
Lizorkin space associated to the family of projections Hdn, n P N0, and to the
parameters p, q and r is defined by those complex functions f satisfying
}f}F rp,qpRnq ” }f}F rp,qpRn, pHdnqnPNq :“
››››››
˜
8ÿ
n“0
nrq|Hdnf |q
¸ 1
q
››››››
LppSdq
ă 8. (2.2)
The definition considered above differs from those arising with dyadic decom-
positions on compact homogeneous manifolds (see e.g. Nursultanov, Ruzhansky
and Tikhonov [5]). Indeed, when working with dyadic decompositions one recover
3As usually, defined by those measurable functions on Sd, such that }f}L2pSdq :“˜ ş
Sd
|fpωq|2dω
¸ 1
2
ă 8. In general, on a measure space pX, dxq, we use }f}LppXq :“ˆ ş
X
|fpxq|pdx
˙ 1
p
, for all 1 ď p ă 8.
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the Littlewood-Paley theorem, about the equivalence of certain dyadic Triebel-
Lizorkin spaces with the Lebesgue spaces LppSdq, which with the current definition
we do not necessarily have. The following are natural embedding properties of
such spaces. Sobolev spaces W s,p in LppSdq-spaces and associated to ∆Sd , can be
defined by the norm
}f}W s,p ” }∆sSdf}Lp :“
¨˝ ż
Sd
|∆s
Sd
fpxq|pdx‚˛
1
p
4. (2.3)
We will use the notation W s :“ W s,2 for the Sobolev space modelled on L2pSdq.
Indeed, we have
}u}W spSdq —
˜
8ÿ
ℓ“0
ℓs}Hdℓ u}L2pSdq
¸ 1
2
5.
The following properties can be deduced by following a similar analysis as in
[5].
- F r`εp,q1 ãÑ F rp,q1 ãÑ F rp,q2 ãÑ F rp,8, ε ą 0, 0 ă p ď 8, 0 ă q1 ď q2 ď 8.
- F r`εp,q1 ãÑ F rp,q2, ε ą 0, 0 ă p ď 8, 1 ď q2 ă q1 ă 8.
- F 0
2,2 “ L2 and consequently, for every s P R, W s “ F s2,2.
It is a very special fact, how at rational multiples of π, the propagator eit∆Sd
behaves on Sobolev spaces. Indeed, let us remark that (see Proposition 2.1 of
Taylor [15]) for all 1 ă p ă 8, and all s P R,
e2πip
m
2k
q∆
Sd : W s,ppSdq ÑW s´pd´1q| 12´ 1p |,ppSdq, (2.4)
extends to a bounded operator. For the sharpness of this estimate we refer the
reader to Taylor [15, page 148].
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we will prove one of our main results. We will see that informa-
tion about the Strichtaz estimates for the Schro¨dinger propagator, is encoded in
the L2 Ñ Lp-operator norm of the projections Hdn, and this will essential in order
to give a short proof for Theorem 1.1.
The space L2
fin
pSdq consists of those finite linear combinations of elements in
the sub-spaces Hdn.
Lemma 3.1. Let us consider f P F 0p,2pSdq, then for all 1 ď p ď 8 we have
}upt, zq}LpzrSd, L2t pTqs “
?
2π}f}F 0p,2pSdq. (3.1)
4 Here, W s,p :“ Domp∆s
Sd
q is considered as the completion of C8pSdq with respect to the
norm defined in (2.3).
5Where we use — because ℓ „ λℓ :“ rℓpℓ` d´ 1qs
1
2 for ℓÑ8.
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Proof. Let us consider f P F 0p,2pSdq. By a standard argument of density we only
need to assume f P L2
fin
pSdq. The solution upt, zq for (1.1) is given by
upt, zq “
8ÿ
n“0
eitλnHdnfpzq. (3.2)
Let us note that the previous sums runs over a finite number of n1s because
f P L2
fin
pSdq. So, we have,
}upt, zq}2L2t pTq “
2πż
0
upt, zqupt, zqdt “
2πż
0
ÿ
n,n1
eitpλn´λn1 qHdnfpzqHdn1fpzqdt.
Observe that if n ‰ n1, then
λn “ npn ` d´ 1q ‰ n1pn1 ` d´ 1q “ λn1,
and consequently, from the L2-orthogonality of the trigonometric polynomials we
get,
}upt, zq}2L2t pTq “
2πż
0
upt, zqupt, zqdt “
ÿ
n,n1
2πż
0
eitpλn´λn1qHdnfpzqHdn1fpzqdt
“
8ÿ
n“0
2π ¨ |Hdnfpzq|2,
where we have changed summation with integration because f P L2
fin
pSdq. Thus,
we conclude the following fact
}upt, zq}L2t pTq “
˜
8ÿ
n“0
2π ¨ |Hdnfpzq|2
¸ 1
2
, f P L2
fin
pSdq. (3.3)
Finally,
}upt, zq}L2pSd,L2t pTqq “
?
2π}f}F 0p,2pSdq, (3.4)
as claimed.

The following lemma, allows us to compare the LpzpLqt q-mixed norms of the
solution upt, zq and some Triebel-Lizorkin norms of the initial data.
Lemma 3.2. Let p, q and sq be such that 0 ă p ď 8, 2 ď q ă 8 and sq :“ 12 ´ 1q .
Then
C 1p}f}F 0p,2 ď }upt, zq}LpzpSd,Lqt pTqq ď Cp,s}f}F sp,2, (3.5)
holds true for every s ě sq.
Proof. Let us consider, by a density argument, the initial data f P L2f pRnq. In
order to estimate the norm }upt, zq}LpzrSd, Lqt pTqs we can use the Wainger Sobolev
embedding Theorem:››››› ÿ
nPZ,n‰0
|n|´α pF pnqeint›››››
LqpTq
ď C}F }LrpTq, α :“ 1
r
´ 1
q
. (3.6)
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For sq :“ 12 ´ 1q we have
}upt, zq}LqpTq “
››››› 8ÿ
n“0
eitλnHdnfpzq
›››››
LqpTq
ď C
››››› 8ÿ
n“0
nsqeitλnHdnfpzq
›››››
L2pTq
“ C
››››› 8ÿ
n“0
eitλnHdnrLsqfpzqs
›››››
L2pTq
“ C
˜
8ÿ
n“0
|HdnrLsqfpzq|2
¸ 1
2
:“ T 1pLsqfqpzq,
where we have denoted
L
sq :“
8ÿ
n“0
nsqHdn.
So, we have
}upt, zq}LpzrSd, Lqt pTqs ď C}T 1pHsqfq}LppSdq
“ C}Lsqf}F 0p,2pSdq
“ C}f}F sqp,2pSdq.
We end the proof by taking into account the embedding F sp,2 ãÑ F sqp,2 for every
s ě sq, and the following estimate for all 2 ď q ă 8,
}f}F 0p,2 À }T 1f}Lp “ C}upt, zq}LpzrSd, L2t pTqs À }upt, zq}LpzrSd, Lqt pTqs.

The following lemma, about the L2 Ñ Lp-operator norm of the spectral pro-
jection for the Laplacian on the sphere, is a consequence of the main results in
Kwon and Lee [8].
Lemma 3.3. Let n P N, and let 2 ď p ď 8. Let us consider the orthogonal
projection Hdn : L
2pSdq Ñ Hdn, n P N. Then we have
}Hdnf}LppSdq ď Cnκp}f}L2pSdq, (3.7)
where
κp :“ d´ 1
2
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
p
˙
, if, 2 ď p ď 2pd` 1q
d´ 1 ,
and
κp :“ d
ˆ
1
2
´ 1
p
˙
´ 1
2
, if, p ą 2pd` 1q
d´ 1 .
The exponent κp is sharp, in the sense that there is not f P L2pSdq, f ‰ 0, such
that
}Hdnf}LppSdq ď C 1ns}f}L2pSdq, (3.8)
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for all s ă κp.
Now, with the analysis developed above and by using Theorem 3.3 we will
provide a short proof for the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We observe that from Lemma 3.2,
C 1p,s}f}F 0p,2 ď }upt, zq}LpzpSd,Lqt pTqq ď Cp,s}f}F sp,2,
so, we only need to estimate the F sp,2-norm of the initial data f, by showing that
}f}F sp,2 À }f}W s, for every s ě κp,q. Moreover, by the embedding W s ãÑ W κp,q
for every s ě κp,q we only need to check the previous estimate when s “ κp,q. By
the condition 2 ď p ă 8, together with the Minkowski integral inequality and
Theorem 3.3, we give
}f}F sqp,2 “
››››››
˜
8ÿ
n“0
n2sq |Hdnfpzq|2
¸ 1
2
››››››
Lp
ď
˜
8ÿ
n“0
n2sq}Hdnf}2Lp
¸ 1
2
À
˜
8ÿ
n“0
n2psq`κpq}Hdnf}2L2
¸ 1
2
“ }f}Wκp,q ,
where we have used that κp,q “ sq ` κp. Let us note that the previous estimates
are valid for p “ 8. The sharpness of the result for q “ 2 can be proved by
choosing f “ Hdng for some arbitrary, but non-trivial function g P L2pSdq. In this
case, κp,q “ κp because sq “ 0, and we have
}upt, zq}LpzrSd, L2t pTqs “ }Hdng}Lp ď nκp}Hdng}L2
“ }g}Wκp .
The sharpness of this inequality is consequence of the sharpness for the exponent
κp in Lemma 3.3. Indeed, an improvement of the previous estimate would yield
improved estimates for the spectral projection operator Hdn, which is not possible.
Thus, we finish the proof. 
4. The Schro¨dinger equation with potential.
In this section we study the problem,
(PVI’):
#
iut “ p´∆Sd ` V px, tqqu, pt, xq P Tˆ Sd,
up0, xq “ fpxq, x P Sd (4.1)
for a suitable potential V. Our starting point is the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. The Schro¨dinger propagator satisfies››››››
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pGp¨, τqq pxqdτ
››››››
L
p
xpSd,L
2
t pTqq
ď C}G}
L
p1
x pSd,L
2
t pTqq
(4.2)
Proof. Using the duality argument, we have››››››
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pGp¨, τqq pxqdτ
››››››
L
p
xpSd,L2t pTqq
“ sup
$&%
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
Sd
2πż
0
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pGp¨, τqq pxqdτhpx, tqdt dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ : }h}Lp1x pSd,L2t pTqq “ 1
,.- .
(4.3)
Now, since ∆Sd is a positive operator, this implies e
it∆
Sd is unitary, this by various
applications of Fubini’s theorem we haveż
Sd
2πż
0
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pGp¨, τqq pxqdτhpx, tqdt dx
“
2πż
0
tż
0
ż
Sd
eipt´τq∆Sd pGpx, τqq pxqhpx, tqdx dτ dt
“
ż
Sd
¨˝
tż
0
e´iτ∆SdGpx, τqdτ‚˛
¨˝
2πż
0
eit∆Sdhpx, tqdt‚˛dx,
via Hlder’s inequality we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
Sd
2πż
0
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pGp¨, τqq pxqdτhpx, tqdt dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
››››››
2πż
0
e´iτ∆SdGpx, τqdτ
››››››
L2pSdq
››››››
2πż
0
eit∆Sdhpx, tqdt
››››››
L2pSdq
.
(4.4)
Since ››››››
2πż
0
e´iτ∆SdGpx, tqdt
››››››
L2pSdq
ď C}G}
L
p1
x pSd,L
2
t pTqq
from (4.3) and (4.4) we have (4.2) 
We define the Banach space
X :“ CpT,W sxpSdqq X LpxpSd, L2t pTqq (4.5)
via the norm
}u}X :“ sup
tPT
}upt, ¨q}L2z ` }u}LpxpSd,L2t pTqq. (4.6)
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Now we prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In view of the Duhamel principle, the solution for (PVI’)
can be written as
upt, zq “ eit∆Sdfpxq ´
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pV p¨, τqup¨qqpxqdτ. (4.7)
We use the standard contraction mapping argument, we need to prove the non-
linear map
Φw :“ eit∆Sdfpxq ´
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd pV p¨, τqwp¨qqpxqdτ. (4.8)
defines a contraction map on X . From the unitary group properties and the
estimation given in Theorem 1.1 there exists C0 ą 1 such that
}eit∆Sdfpxq}X ď C0}f}W spSdq. (4.9)
Now we estimate the integral part in (4.8). Using (4.2) and the estimation in
Theorem 1.1 for q “ 2, we also have››››››
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd
´
V pτ, 9qwp¨q
¯
pxqdτ
››››››
X
ď pC0 ` C20q}V w}X ,
Note, }V w}
L
p1
x pSd,L
2
t pTqq
,ď }V }LqxpSd,L8t pTqq}w}LpxpSd,L2t pTqq, as long as 1q` 2p “ 1, there-
fore ››››››
tż
0
eipt´τq∆Sd
´
V pτ, 9qwp¨q
¯
pxqdτ
››››››
X
ď pC0 ` C20q}V }LqxpSd,L8t pTqq}w}X. (4.10)
Hence
}Φw} ď C0}f}W spSdq ` pC0 ` C20 q}V }LqxpSd,L8t pTqq}w}X. (4.11)
So, if we take }V }LqxpSd,L8t pTqq, being small enough, such that
pC0 ` C20q}V }LqxpSd,L8t pTqq ď
1
2
,
we observe, Φ maps B “ tw P X : }w}X ď 2pC0 ` 1q}f}W spSdqu into itself. Now,
if w, v P B, the same argument shows that
}Φpwq ´ Φpvq}X ď 1
2
}w ´ v}X (4.12)
Thus, by the contraction mapping principle, there exists a unique solution to
(4.1). Thus, we finish the proof.
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